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Abstract 
The paper deals with the finite-element analysis of second-order elliptic eigenvalue problems when the 
approximate domains finh are not subdomains of the original domain 0 c Iw’. The considerations are restricted to 
piecewise linear approximations. Special attention is devoted to the convergence of approximate eigenfunctions in 
the case of multiple exact eigenvalues. As yet the approximate solutions have been compared with linear 
combinations of exact eigenfunctions with coefficients depending on the mesh parameter h. We avoid this 
disadvantage. 
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1. Introduction 
Let R be a bounded two-dimensional domain with a Lipschitz continuous boundary in the 
sense of [lo] which is piecewise of class C’. Let a : H’(R) x H’(0) + [w be a bilinear form 
given by 
where the coefficients kij are defined on fi xfl (the domain fi will be specified later) and 
satisfy 
(8 kij E H~“,~(fi,), i, j = 1, 2, (1.1) 
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(ii) k,, = kzl, a.e. in G, 
(iii) 
We consider the following eigenvalue problem associated with a(. , * >. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Problem 1.1. Find h E R, w E T/H,‘(R), w # 0, such that 
a(w, v) = qw, U), VU E I+Y#), 
with (*, . ) the inner-product in L&fin). 
(1.4) 
Remark 1.2. Wm3p(LI), 1 G p G 03, H”(R) = Wm~2(LJ> and H:(0) are the usual notations for 
the Sobolev spaces (see, e.g., [5,8,16]). The symbols ]I - 11 k,R and l - I k,fl denote the norm and 
seminorm in Hk(O>, respectively. (We have L,(0) = H’(n).> 
Let a,, c R2 be a polygonal domain approximating 0 and let S, be a triangulation of fin, 
(see [12, $l.J]>. Denoting by ah the set of all vertices (nodal points) of Yh, we assume 
(i) a, C 0, ah fl aa, C aR, 
(ii) the points of U2 where the condition of C3 smoothness of an is not satisfied are 
elements of oh. 
The symbols h, and 8, denote the length of the maximum side and the magnitude of the 
minimum angle of T C Yh, respectively. We set 
h = max h,, 
FEY-h 
6, = min 8,. 
TE‘9h 
We assume that the family of triangulations {Yh}hE(O,hoj, ho > 0, satisfies 
condition (see [12, (5.1-201) and the inuerse assumption (see [5, (3.2.28)]). 
We shall consider only such triangulations S, that at most two vertices - 
the minimum angle 
of each T E S, lie 
on aa. A triangle T E Fh with two vertices on a0 is called a boundary triangle. 
With the triangulation S, of fin, we associate the finite-element spaces 
x, = (1:h E cO(B,): uh I F is a linear polynomial, VT E Yh) CH’(Oh), 
V, = {uh EXh: uh = 0 on aa,] cH,‘(on,). 
We have in general 0, c 6, X,, G H’(a), I’, P V. In such a case we talk about external 
finite-element approximations (in accordance with the terminology of [7]). 
Let us assume that the domain J2 appearing in (1.1)~(1.3) is such that fi ~fi U ah, 
regardless of h. Then we can set 
(u, u)~ = / uu dx, VU, u G2(&). 
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Relations (l.l)-(1.3) and [16, p.221, case r1 = an] imply that a&., * 1 has the following 
properties: 
(i) UJU, U) = a*(& u), V’u, U E Hn,), 
(ii) 32, > 0: I ah(u, u) I < C, I u II,R, I u I l,nh, VW E H’K$J, V’h, 
(iii) 3C, > 0: a,(~, u) > p. I u I&, > C, II u II&,, V’u E H,lW,>, Vh. (1.5) 
In (iii), the first inequality also holds for all u E H1(fin,). 
With a,(*, * ) we associate the following problem which approximates Problem 1.1. 
Problem 1.3. Find A, E k!, wh E V,, wh # 0, such that 
QQ u/J =A&,, Uh)hY vu, E v,. (1.6) 
It is convenient to consider also with every Problem 1.3 the following continuous problem. 
Problem 1.4. Find Ach) E Iw, w @) ~Hi(fl~), w@) # 0 7 such that 
u/J wq u) = hyw(h), LJ)h, vu EH@?/J. 
The existence of the solutions of all three problems follows from [12] - see [1_5, Theorems 
2.3 and 2.101. 
In [15] we have obtained the following results (which are a generalization of [12, Chapter 61). 
Theorem 1.5. (a) Let A,,, be an eigenualue of Problem 1.1 and A,,, the eigenvalue of Problem 1.3 
which approximates A,,,. Let {h) = (hi}“= 1 with limj +,hj = 0. Then it holds that 
lim A,, =A,. 
hj-‘O ” 
Moreover, if (wJ2 1 c H2(f2>, where wl, . . . , w,,, are the eigenfunctions corresponding to the first m 
eigenvalues of Problem 1.1, 0 < A, G A, Q . . * < A,,,, then we haLIe 
1 A, - A,,, I < C(m)h, Vh <h,(m). 
(b) If A,,, is a simple eigenvalue of Problem 1.1, wm E H2(L?), aR is of class G91,1 (for the 
notation S?‘~’ see [5, p.121) and kij E C’,‘(fin>, i, j = 1, 2, then 
I A, -A,,, I < C(m)h2, Vh <h,(m). 
Theorem 1.6. Let A, be a simple eigenvalue of Problem 1.1. Then we have 
J,iFO II Grn - w~,~, II ~,a~, = 0, 
provided that the sign of euery wm,hj is conveniently chosen. (The symbol Gm denotes the extension 
of w,,, according to Theorem 2.1 to be presented later.) 
If wm E H*(0), th en, conveniently choosing the sign of w~,~, it holds that 
II Grn - Wm,h II 1,~ G C(m)h, Vh <h,(m). 
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Moreover, if X2 is of class SZ1,l and kij E C’,‘(O), then we have 
II G,,i - wm,/r II o,o,~ < C(m)h*> vh G h,(m). 
The main aim of this paper is to study the convergence of eigenfunctions in the case of 
multiple exact eigenvalues, extending the approach of [15] which differs from the one in [1,2,4] 
in that no use is made of operator theory. 
2. Some auxiliary results 
In Section 3 we shall use the following definitions and assertions. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 0 be a bounded two-dimensional domain with a Lipschitz continuous boundary 
MI which is piecewise of class C k, k 2 1. Then there exists a linear and bounded extension operator 
2~ f(k(fl) + H“UR*). Th e operator 8 is also a linear and bounded extension operator from 
Hk-‘(ti> into Hk-‘(l&P*), 1 < i G k. 
The proof can be found in [ll, Section 1.31. 
Remark 2.2. For a given k we set G = Z?(u) for all u E Hk(fl> (usually k = 2). 
Ideal triangulations 2.3. Let T E Yj, 
triangle Tid. 
be a boundary triangle. We associate with it an ideal 
This closed curved triangle is obtained from T replacing the side of T which 
approximates a part of an by that part of NJ. When we replace all boundary triangles in Yh by 
the associated ideal triangles Tid, we obtain the ideal triangulation Chid of the domain R 
associated with Yh. 
Assumption 2.4. For simplicity, we shall assume that the triangulations S, E (S,] are con- 
structed in such a way that for all boundary triangles lying along the boundary a0 we have 
either T c or 1 
Remark Following terminology [7] call an approximation R 
CJ, R. the case C we oh external of To 
knowledge finite-element of 1.1 been except our 
[15], yet in case domains having approximations (see 
and references [l-4]). 
T, the triangle lies the [,)-plane has vertices 
O), 0) P:(O, We the affine mapping which 
the triangle onto triangle E (see Theorem In we 
a mapping : + For we on suitable representa- 
of curved of E (For see Section 
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Lemma 2.6. To every uh E V, there exists a function B, E V (associated with u,,) with the following 
properties : 
(a) B, E CO(G); 
(b) &(PJ = v,(PJ, VPi E oh; 
(c) ch is linear on each triangle T E (& n 7;“); ’ 
(d) if !? c TE, then St, = 0 on Tid - T and B, = ur, on T; 
(e> if Tid c T, then B, = vt, 0 Fr 0 F$ on Tid. 
The proof follows from the definition and the properties of FTld (see [16, Sections 22 and 
231). 
The following lemma shows the connection between vh E vh and u^h E V. 
Lemma 2.7. Let u^,, E V be associated with vt, E V, and let T 2 Tid. Assume that the Lipschitz 
continuous boundary Z! of J2 is piecewise of class C3. Then, 
11 vh - 8, 11 i,+ =G Ch2-’ 11 vh II 2,~ = Ch2-’ II vr, II 1,rid < Ch2-’ II vh II l,T, i = 0, 1. 
The proof follows from [17, Theorem 21 (see also [16, Section 2.54, Lemma 2.6 and the 
linearity of vh on T. 
Notation 2.8. We denote rh = 0, - n, wh = 0 - fin,. 
Lemma 2.9. We have 
II u II o,eh < Ch II u II l,ti, v’u E fJ’(@, E=T, w, (24 
II u II o,c,, G a2 I u I l,e,,> Vu EH’(~) with trv = 0 on WI?!. (2.2) 
For the proof of (2.11, see [16, Lemma 28.31; estimates (2.2) are a simple consequence of the 
cited proof. 
Definition 2.10. Let u E V n Hk(0), k 2 1. We define the elliptic projection nhu E V,* of ill R,, 
by 
ah(c -nhu, uh) =o, b/u, E vh, (2.3) 
where ii = Z?(u) and Z?’ : Hk(0) + Hk(R2) is an extension operator from Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.11. Let {h} = {hj}T=l with limj,,hj = 0. Then, 
lim 11 G -nhju 11 l,f&, = 0, tlu E v. 
Al-0 
Further, we haue 
IIfi -17,ull l,n,,<ChIIuIIz,n, VuHOV12(f2). 
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In addition, if the boundary X2 is of class %!?‘T~ and kij E Co3’(fi), i, j = 1, 2, then 
llii-~~~II~,~~~~~*II~lIz,n, vu~vnff*(fq. 
proved in [15, Theorems 4.91. 
3. Convergence and error estimates 
The considerations concerning the H1-convergence and error estimates in the norm of 
H’(fln,) are based on Theorem 2.11 and the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A, be an (M + l&fold eigenvalue of Problem 1.1 and w,, w,,,+~, . . . , w,,,+,+, the 
corresponding eigenfunctions. Let W, be an arbitrary linear combination of w~+~, s = 0,. . . , M. 
Then, 
c* II nhw, - Wm+r,h II l,i2, GA, II Km - w,+,,/j II O,R, + I A, -hm+r,h I + II km II j.riJh4i-33 
j=l,2, OGrrM, 
with C, the constant of (1.5) and where j = 2 if wm+$ E H*(fl>, 
Proof. Let us denote uh := ZIhW, - w~+~,~ for a fixed r. Then, 
c, 11 uh II&, G ah(uh? uh) =ah(tiny ‘h) -ah(wm+r,hy uh) 
=h,[(W,> ‘h)h + (wm, Gh) - (‘m, ‘h)h] 
-A hn+r,h~ m+r,h ‘h)h + [ ah(tim~ uh) - a(Wm, ‘h)] 3 
where C, E V is associated with uh E vh (see Lemma 2.6). We see that 
1 h,(tim~ ‘h)h - A,+r,h(Wm+r,h, ‘h)h 1 
= I A,,(tim - Wm+r,h, uh)h + (‘m - Am+.,h)(Wm+r,h, Uh)h 1 
< [ A, II @,, - W,,,+r,h tI O,R, + I A,,, -Am+*,/, I] II u/, ti o,n,,, 
because (see [15, Theorem 2.101) 
Using similar tricks as in the proof of [15, Lemma 6.31, we obtain 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
P-3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Combining (3.21, (3.41, (3.5) with (3.11, we obtain the assertion. q 
we see, according to Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 3.1, that we must prove the existence of such 
constants b,,, Y, s = 0,. . . , M, that setting 
w, = wz+r := ; brsWm+s, r=O >***, M, (3.7) 
s=o 
we obtain 
lim II tiz+, - wm+,,h, II o,n, = 0. 
II-0 I 
To this aim let us consider one of the eigenfunctions wm+$, 0 < s GM, corresponding to the 
(M + l)-fold multiple eigenvalue A,. Owing to (3.31, we can write 
I(h) 
Kwm+s = c (Il,Wrn.S~ Wi,h)/?Y,h~ (3.8) 
i=l 
where Z(h) = dim V,. Let us set 
V m+s,h = 5 (rrr,Wrn.,~ Wm+r,hLWm+r,h7 O<s<M. (3.9) 
r=O 
Our first aim is to estimate II Gm+, - v,+,,h II 00,. 
Lemma 3.2. Let us denote for simplicity 
A,(h) := max II Gm+$ - u,+,,h II O,R, I 
O<S<M 
Then we have (for every sequence (hj}) 
lim A,(hj) = 0. 
h,+O 
Zf win+, E l/nH*(fln), s = 0,. . . , M, then 
A,(h) G C(m)h. 
Zf, in addition, Ml is of class ‘SY’,’ and kij E Cog’, i, j = 1, 2, then 
A,(h) G C(m)h*. 
Proof. We have 
11 Gm+, - u,+,,h 11 O,&, < 11 @m+, - IThwm+, 11 o,&, + 11 17,wm+s - 'm+s,h 11 O&,’ 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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As (3.3) holds for i, j = 1, . . . , Z(h), relations (3.8) and (3.9) yield 
I(h) 
II Il,Wm+, - Um+,,h II&I, = c 1 vb%n+,~ Y,h)h 1 2* 
i=l 
i#m,...,m+M 
We estimate the right-hand side of (3.15) similarly as in [Xl. Let us denote 
K[j EK,(m +s, i, h, ‘= (wm+,> ‘i,h) - (‘m+s, wi,h)hY 
K, =K,(m +S, i, h) ‘=Uh(~~+s, Wi,h) -a(wm+s, ~)i,h). 
Relations (1.4), (1.6) and (2.3) then imply 
(3.15) 
vb%.S~ Wi,h)h =A~~iuh(ll,wm+s> Wi,h) =Ac~iuh(‘m+s~ Wi,h) =Ac~hI[a(wm+s~ ‘i,h) +KII 
= ~mA;I,‘[(~m+s~ Wi,h)h + KO] + A,TIIKl’ (3.16) 
Subtracting from both sides of (3.16) the term AmAl~~(17h~m+s, Wi,h)h, we obtain 
I(ll,wm+,, Wi,h)h I G ?{A_ I(Gm+s-nhWm+s~ Wi,h)h I +A, I K, I + I K, I}> 
r,h 
i#m,...,m+M, (3.17) 
with 
I 
As Km,h is bounded from above by a constant independent of h for h < h,(m), see [KY, Lemma 
6.11, we obtain from (3.17) 
I(h) 
c 1 tnhwm+s, Wi.h)h 1 2 
i=l 
i#m,...,m+M 
I(h) 
<c(m) c , ( ml(~~+r-17hw~+,,Wi,h)hlz+h?,K~+~,~), A,-,2 A2 
i=l 
i#m,...,m+M 
where j = 1 if w,,, @ H2(0) and j = 2 if w,,, E H2(R); we have 
Kr(m +S, i, h) =K,(m +S, i, h) ‘= (Lkm+,, Wi,h)h - (LW,+,, @i,h), 
with 
(3.18) 
L=- i ” k,&, 
j,l=l axj i I 1 
The equality K, = K, follows from Green’s theorem and the definition of K, and the spaces V 
and V,. Using the same tricks as in the proof of [15, Lemma 6.31, we find that 
IK,(m+s,i, h)l ~C(nz)/~, j=l,2, (3.19) 
I Kj(m +s, i, h) I =s C(m)jlhi,hh4j-3, j = 1, 2, (3.20) 
where j = 2 in the case w,,, E H2(0). 
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Now we can estimate the right-hand side of (3.18). As (3.3) holds, we have 
I(h) I(h) 
c hiTh” I(+m+, - IT,wm+,, Wi,h)h I 2 G II &+, -&w,+, Ilo?,n, c 4;;. 
i=l i=l 
i#m,...,m+M 
(3.21) 
As hi,h is an internal approximation of the ith eigenvalue A(F) of Problem 1.4, we have, by [15, 
WWI, 
Ai h > A(h) I. (3.22) 
By [9, pp. 375-3781, 
cm < kh) G c2n n , Vh <ho, rz = 1, 2 ,..., (3.23) 
where cr, c2 > 0 are constants independent of it and h. Relations (3.22) and (3.23) yield 
I(h) 
c A$ <CL* g i-* < c. (3.24) 
i=l i=l 
Using (3.19) and (3.20), we obtain for the remaining two terms on the right-hand side of (3.181, 
I(h) 
c A;r,z( A2,K; + K;) < C(m)h4j-' 
i=l 
i#m,...,m+M 
As 
n-l < KaCp), 
P 
a(p) = - 
p+l’ 
Pal, 
(3.25) 
we have by (3.221, (3.23) and the relation I(h) = O(h*) that 
I(h) 
h2zA,$ <cyl * 
i=l 
h lZCh)t - n(p) dt < (p + l)Ch**W 0 (3.26) 
Relations (3.25) and (3.26) give 
I(h) 
c h;;(h’,,K; +K;) < (p + 1)C(m)h2a(p)+4i-5. 
i=l 
i+m,...,m+M 
(3.27) 
Combining (3.141, (3.15), (3.18), (3.211, (3.24) and (3.271, we find 
I] r’&+, - u,+,,h ]I O,& < c(m)[ ]I Gm+, - lThW,+s 11 O,fl, + \iP + 1 ha(p)+2j-5’2] 3 j = l, 27 
(3.28) 
where j=2if w,+,EH*(fln)nV. 
If wm+s E T/G Hi(n), only then we choose p = 2 in (3.28); we have a(p) + 2j - 5 = i for 
p = 2, j = 1. Using the first part of Theorem 2.11, we obtain relation (3.11) from (3.28). 
If wm+s E V n H*(n), then it is sufficient to set p = 1 and we obtain (3.12) and (3.13) from 
(3.28) by the second and third part of Theorem 2.11, respectively. q 
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Lemma 3.3. Let us denote 
P,,(h) := (flkw,+S, w,+,,& 0 <s, r GM. 
For sufficiently small h the matrix Ip,,(h>IS~,, is regular. 
(3.29) 
Proof. We generalize the idea from [6, pp. 908, 9091. Let us assume that the matrix {p,,(h)} is 
singular. Then relations (3.9) define a set of M + 1 linearly dependent functions, i.e., we have 
& m+sUm+s,h = 0, (3.30) 
s=o 
&a m+sI >O, a,+,-. (3.31) 
s=o 
Relation (3.30) implies 
~a,+~(u,+~,,-~~+~,~~+~)h+ E(Gm+,YGm+r)h=oP r=OP...YM. 
s=o s=o 
Using relations 
(3.32) 
(@iT+j)h=6ij+Di,j,h, IDi,j hI <Ch4vi;\lh,, i,j>ll, 
which were proved in [IS, Lemma 5.11, we obtain from (3.321, 
Ia m+rl .C: I~,+,I(ll~~+,--Il,+,,~lI~,~~+h~~~) 
s=o 
< C@,(h) +h4h,) 5 I a,+, I, (3.33) 
s=o 
where A,(h) is defined by (3.10). Summing (3.33) from r = 0 to r = M and taking into account 
(3.311, we obtain that 1 < C(M + l)(A,(h) + h4h,J, which is in contradiction with Lemma 3.2 
for sufficiently small h. q 
Lemma 3.4. Let {b,,(h)J,~=, be the inverse matrix to the matrix {P,,(h))~$=,. Then the eigenfunc- 
tions 
J%+,(h) = E b,,(h)w,+,, t = 0,. . .) M, (3.34) 
s=o 
satisfy the relations 
II- II W,+,(h) II O,O I G II- II W,+,(h) II& I G C(m)A,(h), (3.35) 
I PTm+m~ Kz+sW) 1 G +wl(h)~ t #ST (3.36) 
II R+,(h) - wP?x+,,/I I W, G C(m)A,(h), (3.37) 
where A,(h) is defined by (3.10) and Gm+,(h) is the extension of W,+,(h) in the sense of 
Theorem 2.1. 
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Proof. (A) Using (3.34) and the relations 
m+t,h= &,,(h) L@)Wm+r,h~ t=O7*..,M, W 
s=O r=O 
we obtain, according to the notation (3.91, (3.10) and (3.291, 
11 Gm+,(h) - w,+,,h 11 o,n, G f 1 b,,(h) 1 11 Gm+, - u,+,,h 11 O,R, G Q+,(h) 5 I b,,(h) I 
s=o s=o 
~C(m)A,(h)II~,+,(h)Ilo,n, f=O,...,M; (3.38) 
in the last inequality we used the fact that 
f Ib,,(ql < (M+l) E [b,,(h)]2 1’2=dmw,,.,(h)IIo.n. 
s=o 1 s=o I 
The triangular inequality gives 
1 11 w,+,,h 11 O,f2, - 11 G,+,(h) 11 O,O, 1 G 11 tim+t(h) - wm+t,h 11 o&,* 
This result combined with (3.38) and (3.3) yields 
I1 - II @,+,(h) II o,n, I < C(m)A,(h) II W,+,(h) II 0.~3 t = 0,. . ., ~4. 
By the second part of Lemma 2.9 we have 
(3.39) 
I II *m+,(h) II&z, - II Jq,+,(h) II&I I G c II J,k+,(h) II&, G Ch4 II %n+,(q Ill% 
E=T,W 
G Ch4 II W,+,(h) II& G Ch4qc+,(h)~ K?+,(h)) 
= Ch4A,,, II W,+,(h) ll;,,n. (3.40) 
This relation implies 
II W,+,(h) llo2,n G II G,+,(h) II&, + Ch4A, II J,Y,+,(h) II&it, 
which yields 
II W,+,(h) II O,R G C(m) II J@,,+,(h) II o,R,. 
Further, using (3.39) and (3.411, we find 
II K,+,(h) II O,R, < 1+ II- II tim+,(h) II OS, I <.I + C@+(h) II Km+,(h) II o,n,. 
Hence, making use of Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
II Km+,(h) II o,n, < [l - C@+,(h)] -’ G C(m), Vh <ho(m), 
where in the case W,+,(h) tEH2(R) we have {h} = {hi}. 
Finally, according to (3.41) and (3.421, 
II W,+,(h) II o,R < C(m), v’h <h,(m). 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
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Relations (3.38) and (3.43) imply estimate (3.37). 
(B) By (3.39) and (3.431, 
I1 - II W,+,(h) II o,n, I G C@+,(h), 
which gives, together with (3.421, 
11 - II &+,(h) Il$2, I = (1 + II gm+,(h) II o,R,,) 11 - II K+,(h) II O,R, I G C(+$,@). 
Combining this result in the triangular inequality with (3.40) and (3.431, we obtain 
II- II W,+,(h) II& I =s C(m)(A,(h) + h4), 
from which the second inequality (3.35) follows. The first inequality (3.35) is evident. 
(C) We have, according to (3.3), 
(J%+,(h), Kz+,(h)) = (K+,(h) - W,+,,Il, %+S,Jh + (K+,(h)7 K+,(h) -w,+& 
+(W,+t@), %l+,@)) - (%I+,@), K+,(h)),, ifs. (3.44) 
Using the second part of Lemma 2.9, Theorem 2.1, the V-ellipticity of a(., . ) and the relations 
(1.4) and (3.351, we obtain 
I(W,+,P), Kz+,@)) - (%I+,(h), &z+s(h))h 1 
< c II Jqm+,(h) II 0.Q II Jk+,(h) II o,ch < Ch4 II Gm+,(h) II IJ=J IIGm+,(h) II l,n 
E=T,W 
< Ch4 II W,+,(h) II 1,~ II W,+,(h) II 1,~ G Ch4h, II W,+,(h) II o,n II W,+,(h) II O,R 
< C(m)h4. 
The first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.44) are bounded by C(m)A,(h). This proves 
(3.36). 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let A, be an (M + l)-fold eigenvalue of Problem 1.1. There exist eigenfunctions 
Wm+l, t=o,..., M, orthonormal in L,(0) and a sequence (hi} c (0, ho) satisfying hj + 0 and 
such that 
lim II Gz+, - w,,,,~, II 0,~~~ = 0, t = 0,. . . , hf. (3.45) 
h,pO 
Moreover, if w,,, +S E VnH*(fl), s = 0,. . ., M, then 
II~;l*+r-w~+r,h,II~,n,,~C(m)hr, t=O,...,M, (3.46) 
where 0 <r < i, i = 1, 2, with i = 2 in the case when a0 is of class E’l,l and kij E C’,‘(B). 
Proof. (A) Let w,,, @H*(0), t = 0,. . . , M. Let (h,) be any sequence from (3.11). Relations 
(3.11), (3.34) and (3.35) yield 
i,iyo( 5 [b.,(hj)];! =l, t=O ,..., M. 
s=o 
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This means that for each pair t, s the sequence (b,,(hj)} is bounded. As 0 < t, s GM, we can 
extract a subsequence of {h,}, which will be again denoted by {hi}, such that 
lim bJhj) =bts, t, s = 0 ,..., M, (3.47) 
h,+O 
where the limits b,, have the property 
fb:,=l, t=O A4 ,...> . 
s=o 
(3.48) 
In addition, relations (3.341, (3.361, (3.47) together with the orthonormality of PV~+~, s = 
0 , . . . , M, imply 
&,,.b,,=o, t#s, t,s=O M )...) . (3.49) 
r=O 
We see from (3.48) and (3.49) that the matrix (b,,}~~=, is an orthogonal matrix. 
Let us define the eigenfunctions 
Using (3.481, (3.49) and the relation (wi, wj) = a,,, we obtain 
PC+, 3 W,“+,)=6,,, t,s=O )...) M, 
which proves the orthonormality of Wz, . . . , Wz+,. 
We have 
(3 SO) 
II JQ,, - W,,,,h, II o,f&, G II *:+t - @m+t(hj) 11 O,fJ,, + 11 'm+t(hj) - wm+t,/z, 11 O,fl*,’ (3.51) 
The second term on the right-hand side of (3.51) tends to zero with hi + 0, according to 
Lemma 3.2. As to the first term, we can write by (3.34), (3.47), (3.50) and Theorem 2.1, 
II G:+, - ‘m+t(hj) ll O,fih, G sco I b,, - b,,(hj) I II @m+, IIo,o~, G C E I ‘,, - b,,(hj) I + 0, 
s=o 
(3.52) 
which proves (3.45). 
(B) According to Lemmas 3.2, 3.4 and notation (3.10), if w,+, E I/n H*(n), s = 0,. . . , M, 
then the rate of convergence in 
hm( ;o[&(h)]2) = 1, t=O,...,M, (3.53) 
is O(h). If in addition the boundary a0 is of class g’s1 and kij E C’,‘(G), then the rate of 
convergence in (3.53) is O(h*>. These two situations can be written briefly in the form 
5 [h,,(h)]* - 1 < C(m)h’, i = 1 or 2, t = 0,. . . , M. (3.54) 
s=o 
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As 0 G t, s G M, we can extract from (0, h,) a sequence {hi} with h, + 0 and such that relations 
(3.47) and (3.48) hold. Similarly as in part (A) we can prove that relation (3.49) is also satisfied. 
Let us write 
b,,(hj)=b,,+g,s(hj), t, s=O,...,M. 
Inserting (3.55) into (3.54) and using (3.481, we obtain 
(3 S5) 
E [ gts(hj)]’ + 2 f? btsgts(hj) < C(m)hj, t = 0,. . .) M. 
s=o s=o 
(3.56) 
Using (3.361, (3.49) and Lemma 3.2 we find that 
f gtr(hj)gsr(hj) + E ‘trgsr(hj) + f b,rg,r(hj) = O(hf), t #s* (3.57) 
r=O r=O r=O 
If 
g,,(hj) = O(h;), t, s = O,.. ., M, 
then estimates (3.56) and (3.57) are satisfied. We show now that (3.56) and (3.57) are valid also 
for 
g,,(hj) = 0(/z;), a <i, t, s = 0 ,..., M. 
Let M= 1. We set 
g,,(h) =filsh(Y -f(h)&,, + G(h’), (3.58) 
gl,(h) = -Kbosha -f(h)&, + O(h’), (3.59) 
where K z 0 is a constant and f(h) a function of h. Relations (3.57) are satisfied by (3.58) and 
(3.59) with arbitrary K, (Y > 0 and f(h) bounded. As to (3.561, it is not difficult to see that for 
every integer it we can find a function f,,(h) such that setting f(h) =f2,Jh) estimates (3.56) 
are satisfied by (3.58) and (3.59) with (Y > i/(2n). For example, f*(h) = 0, f&h) = iK2h2”, 
f&h) =f,(h) + $K4h4”, f,(h) =f&h) + &K6h6a, f,,(h) =f&h) + &K8hsa,. . . . 
If M 2 2, then we can define g,,(h), g,,(h), s = 0,. . . , M, by means of (3.58) and (3.59) and 
set g,,(h) = 0, t = 2,. . . , M. We conclude that 
I b,,(hj) -b,, I = I g,,(hj) I < C(m)h;, 0 <Y < i, t, s = 0 ,..., M. (3.60) 
Estimates (3.60) allow us to write instead of (3.521, 
II @:+, - ~m+,(hj)IIo,~,~C(m)h~, O<r<i, t=O ,..., M. (3.61) 
Inequalities (3.51), (3.61) and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 imply estimate (3.46). •I 
Remark 3.6. (a) For a given h, starting from the set {W,+,(h)}s!f,, we can generate by the 
Gram-Schmidt procedure a new set {W~+,(h>}~o of eigenfunctions orthonormal in L,(0) and 
prove the estimates 
II K:+,(h) - w,+,,~ II O,O, G C(m)h’, i = 1 or 2, (3.62) 
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provided that w,+,~H~(J2n)nV, s=O,..., M; the case i = 2 holds under the additional 
assumption that MI is of class SF’l~l and kij E C’>‘(n), i, j = 1, 2. 
The proof of (3.62) is based on Lemmas 3.2-3.4 and generalizes considerations introduced in 
[6, pp. 907-9091 and [14] and we omit it (for its details see [13, Theorem 7.&l]). 
Estimate (3.62) has the disadvantage that the exact eigenfunctions W,+,(h), t = 0,. . . , M, 
depend on h. The only reasonable finite-element interpretation of (3.62) is that the distance 
between w,,, +I,h and the eigenspace associated with A, is of order O(h’). This is the reason that 
we prefer Theorem 3.5. (The exponent Y in (3.46) may be different for different Problems 1.1 
and for different multiple eigenvalues A,.) 
(b) Using the set of eigenfunctions (WG+, (h>},$ and relation (3.621, we can prove maximum 
rate of convergence 0(h2) for the eigenvalues hm+t,h, t = 0,. . . , M, of Problem 1.3 which 
approximate the (M+ l&fold eigenvalue A,,, of Problem 1.1 (see [13, Theorem 7.8.21). 
Relations (3.61, (3.71, Lemma 3.1 and Theorems 1.5, 2.11 and 3.5 imply the following result. 
Theorem 3.7. Let A, be an (M + l)-fold eigenvalue of Problem 1.1. There exist eigenfunctions 
WZ,,, t=o,..., M, orthonormal in L,(R) and a sequence {hi} c (0, ho) satisfying hj + 0 and 
such that 
~imoII~~+,-w~+~,~,II~,~,, =O, t=O,...,M. 
I-) I 
If wm+s E l/nH2(0), s = 0 ,..., M, then 
where r has the same meaning as in Theorem 3.5. 
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